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Abstract

This article discusses the various ways that virtual idols have transformed music production, consumption, and performance in our digital society. Vocal synthesers like Vocaloid have given amateur musicians accessibility into the industry, pushing the limits of vocal capability and preservation. This has resulted in a worldwide fandom which utilises Vocaloid characters in diverse ways. Virtual idols bear resemblance to real-life Japanese idols, yet they manage to circumvent the often strict lifestyles idols face while also playing into tropes surrounding otaku (‘nerd’) culture. It concludes by discussing how the experience and liveness of music concerts changes with virtual performers, and how live virtual concerts have continued during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Recommended Music to accompany this article

‘The Disappearance of Hatsune Miku,’ composed by cosMo, performed by Hatsune Miku

‘Hello Morning,’ performed by Kizuna AI at “hello, world” Kizuna AI 1st Live 2019

‘JAM GEM JUMP,’ performed by GEMS COMPANY at MAGICBOX 2019

‘Clint Eastwood,’ performed by Gorillaz at BRIT Awards 2002

‘Astronomical,’ performed by Travis Scott at Fortnite x Travis Scott Astronomical 2020
Hatsune Miku, Virtual Idols, and Transforming the Popular Music Experience

Popular music is typically performed by human representatives. These ‘idols’—with unique pasts and personalities—are designed to closely interact with their often worldwide fanbases through social media and concerts. However, the twenty-first century has birthed a phenomenon where some performers exist entirely in virtual space. A noteworthy example is the Japanese idol Hatsune Miku, who has performed thousands of songs and has an adoring worldwide fanbase, yet has no physical form. Created by Crypton Future Media as a ‘Vocaloid’ synthesiser voicebank, Miku’s cute schoolgirl design with large, teal colour-ed twin tails kickstarted the Vocaloid’s popularity,[1] becoming a ‘virtual idol’ utilised by musicians and fans alike and even featuring in the Tokyo Olympics.[2] While Vocaloids have existed since 2004,[3] and other companies have succeeded with voicebanks in different languages,[4][5] this essay will focus on Miku as she is the most recognised.

Virtual idols have been widely discussed in sociological and musicological literature, as they highlight the connections between music and virtuality, and the participatory nature of online fandoms.[6] This essay aims to contribute to these discussions by exploring how virtual idols have transformed popular music creation, distribution, and consumption. First, it will discuss

---


how synthesiser voicebanks help facilitate accessibility into the music industry, but also how their existence prompts debates surrounding personhood, agency, and labour. Second, it will examine how virtual idols parallel real-life idol and fandom relationships and raise awareness of representation, identity, and power balances in idol culture. Finally, it will analyse how virtual performances question the ‘liveness’ of music concerts and how virtuality impacts both the concert experience and the music industry itself.

Miku debuted on August 31st, 2007 with the first full-length original compositions appearing on the Japanese video site Nico Nico Douga within a week. Miku’s character began to transcend its original purpose when fan content created by composers (‘producers’), artists, and 3D modellers emerged on the site. In response, Crypton created Piapro (‘peer-producer’), giving this growing community an exclusive platform to consume and share content for Crypton’s Vocaloids. Fans of these characters actively engage in prosumerism, a concept which describes fans’ proactive relationship with pre-existing works. During the ‘Web 2.0’ movement of the mid-2000’s, a rich participatory culture was formed with new social media emerging to host communities. TIME’s 2006 Person of the Year, ‘You’, was crowned to honour this shift towards user-generated activity. Vocaloid perfectly encompasses prosumerism, as fans are responsible for everything these ‘crowd-sourced celebrities’ produce; yet, this raises questions of immaterial labour from fans’ unpaid efforts, as they are essentially providing free advertising. However, Crypton maintain a balance by allowing fans to officially distribute songs under their record label KARENT, and by hosting contests to contribute costume designs and concert setlists to commercial works. Crypton’s 2021 Kickstarter campaign even gave their highest backers rights to choose props or songs for their online concert. Fans’ time and money is ‘willingly conceded in exchange for the pleasures of communication’ with Vocaloid characters and fellow fans in this intrinsically participatory fandom.
Voicebanks also transform musical output and artist permanence. Miku’s existence allows for a quantity of music which is ‘impossible and impractical to expect from a single person’, far surpassing and outliving any human idol.[21] However, Miku herself is a blank slate who cannot exist without external input. She cannot feel emotion on her own, so her songs mean nothing to her even if the lyrics imply otherwise. This contrasts greatly with real-life performers; songs with deep personal connections such as ‘thank u, next’[22] – which focuses on Ariana Grande’s past relationships – are impossible with virtual singers. Miku will never experience growth as a performer and develop her style over time, only receiving ‘updates’ which tweak her vocals. This ‘logocentric core’ of a human past, personality, and memories – which real-life musicians express through song – is absent with a virtual entity.[23] While this leads to greater freedom of interpretation towards Miku’s character, she is on constant technological life support, living entirely through fans’ creative works. In Japan, a poignant value is assigned to transient and fragile objects like Miku through a concept called hakamai (‘ephemeral’).[24] Miku’s fans appreciate the beauty of her brief existence and strive to create memories with her by interacting with her software and community. Renowned Vocaloid producer cosMo portrays this through his song ‘The Disappearance of Hatsune Miku’. In the song, Miku acknowledges that she is a program created to mimic humans and that she feels nothing when she sings, expressing fear that she will be relegated to the ‘trash bin’ and sleep forever. CosMo’s lyricism reminds listeners of Miku’s true form as software completely dependent on its users. Miku’s life does not continue behind the screen; she lives to sing and sings to keep on living.


Miku amalgamates the virtual and real through her usage and discography, but most notably through her voice. Miku’s voicebank consists of a database of vocal samples provided by Japanese voice actress Saki Fujita, which are modified to match the user’s inputted lyrics and melody.\[26\] Pitch, speed, and volume can be modified to physically unachievable and sometimes unintelligible levels; the introduction to “The Disappearance of Hatsune Miku”, for example, clocks in at 240 BPM. When Fujita’s voice is edited in these ways, the ‘grain’ within her singing is removed;\[27\] while her phonemes are originally man-made, they lack a distinct, indescribable vocal quality that demonstrates the skill and bodily control of an experienced human performer. Fujita’s voice sounds increasingly artificial and ‘schizophonic’ – detached from its origin.\[28\] Yet, ultimately, she and all other voicebank providers will leave their voices behind, surpassing the body and surviving in the digital age. This has been witnessed before with the Edison phonograph, where the voices of long-deceased musicians were revived for modern listeners after the wax cylinders containing their recordings were digitised.\[29\] The difference with Vocaloid is that these voices are much more versatile than their human sources; voice providers must accept the eventuality that their voices will be modified and repurposed after death, and they willingly consent to this process upon recording. Evidently, Vocaloid is a unique culmination of virtual, human, past, and present, transforming music production, consumption, and preservation. Yet, these idols being controlled by their fans comes with its own concerns and comparisons.

“She lives to sing and sings to keep on living.”

While Miku exists as a voicebank, she has the appearance of a teenage girl with an age, height, and weight provided by Crypton.\[30\] Her vibrant hair and school uniform reflect the attire of Japanese pop idols, young singers who entertain the masses. Idol culture in Japan and other Asian countries has flourished since the 1970s,\[31\] but virtual idols have recently soared in popularity internationally as ‘Virtual YouTubers’,\[32\] hosting livestreams
and using motion-capture software to animate their avatars in concerts.[33][34][35] The first ‘VTuber’ Kizuna AI debuted in 2016,[37] gaining over four million subscribers across three channels.[37][38][39] A recent example, GEMS COMPANY, consists of twelve idols with individual YouTube accounts run by their anonymous voice actresses.[40] These idols’ varying levels of virtuality all change how they are presented and consumed.

Real-life idols have incredibly strict, regulated lives to maintain a certain image for their fans. Food portions are restricted to keep idols looking slim,[41] with harsh consequences for failing to meet expectations.[42] Idols are banned from having public relationships to maintain fan appeal, with a notable scandal involving AKB48’s Minami Minegishi shaving her head after being caught having a secret boyfriend.[43] Idols’ safety can also become compromised, with one idol being stabbed sixty times by a stalker.[44] Virtual idols, however, will never experience these issues; their private life remains intact without having to maintain a strict lifestyle, improving lives without endangering their own. These manufactured, ‘hyperreal’ identities attempt to simulate the experience of a real-life idol,[45] but with the ‘human’ aspects removed. Existing perpetually within this idol fantasy, their innocent and child-like image remains unchanged.[46] ‘Graduation’ from a group – a term emphasising the youthful quality idols are expected to uphold – is impossible for idols like Miku. In contrast, GEMS have been reduced to nine members as voice providers have graduated, showing their closer connection to reality and ability to be affected by it.[47] Since virtual idols’ avatars are detached from real life, there is no pressure to appear a certain way. Meanwhile, real-life idols’ public image is put under strict mediation by their management to construct and control a perfect, idealised version of reality.[48] Promotional videos and photos are edited to remove blemishes or human error, occasionally fulfilling fans’ desires to see certain idols together. These images and interactions become commodities for fans to share amongst themselves,[49] with the online trend of ‘fancams’ (short videos of idol performances posted on social media) acting as promotion for these groups.[50] Virtual idols, and especially Vocaloids, seek to replicate this commodification. Vocaloid fancams

are created from footage of past concerts, and the commodity can be created and shared through fan works. Vocaloids’ dissemination means that their image cannot be entirely mediated, and fans have more control than with real-life idols. However, this practice comes with risks, as fans may become too absorbed in the excitement of virtuality and raise issues of control and gender imbalance.

Vocaloid’s significant popularity can be largely attributed to the rise of **otaku** (‘nerd’) culture, a term which describes individuals who struggle with social interactions and have intense obsessions with their hobbies, including manga, animé (‘animation’) and idols. Otaku are often known to fixate on animated women and form parasocial, one-sided relationships with them; video games like THE iDOLM@STER cater to these desires by employing first-person camera shots and nicknames so players can insert themselves as the protagonist. Vocaloids cater perfectly to otaku, as their virtuality means that they can sing and be worshipped forever. Poorer sales of an earlier male voicebank resulted in an abundance of young female idols, with fans able to literally ‘buy’ them and place them into any situation they desire. Crypton Vocaloids’ original illustrations fall under the ‘Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported’ Creative Commons licensing, which allows for redistribution, transformation, and adaptation so long as it is non-commercial and does not encroach upon ‘publicity, privacy, or moral rights.’ This detailed permission to create derivative works has fuelled the growth of the Vocaloid community, resulting in countless niche subcultures, or **doujin circles** (‘fan groups’). These communities use Vocaloids as vessels to convey diverse ideas and hardships that they may have struggled to express elsewhere. These include explorations of sexuality, sensitive topics like abuse and eating disorders, or occasionally suggestive themes. One song includes the Vocaloid Kagamine Len singing about his genitalia and powers of seduction, pornographic **doujin-shi** (‘fan-created comics’) featuring Vocaloids have been sold at conventions, and a thirty-five-year-old man even declared his marriage to Hatsune Miku. However, Crypton’s ‘canon’ ages; character traits are merely guidelines used for marketing and can essentially be disregarded in fan works, as their blank slate
identities and licensing allow for transformation of any kind including race, age, and gender identity. Crypton is aware of how Vocaloids’ identities have transformed under public influence from illustrations, to software, to an entire web of communities, and they openly embrace the fans’ varying interpretations by featuring them in concerts and other media.

Virtuality allows for a closer involvement between fan and idol, with the fans’ ownership and control of Vocaloids acting similarly to the mediation of image that real-life idols face. So far, these virtual idols have been of Japanese origin, but Western countries have seen exposure to virtual idols through another aspect of music culture: live concerts. In-person events allow fans to see their idols in the flesh, allowing for social interactions which studio recordings cannot replicate. Replace these singers with virtual stars, and this experience changes significantly.

“Can a virtual concert be considered ‘live’?”

Vocaloid concerts operate using a three-dimensional projection of the characters which, unlike real-life singers, can instantly change costumes and sing for hours without breaks. Vocaloids will never be affected by illness, personal tragedy, or death, and if the technology exists to host them with enough interest, they could perform forever. However, they are bound to a concert’s setlist. Improvisation is impossible, and songs will never be removed due to a singer’s personal preference. Their virtuality also prevents fans from truly meeting them in person; their only audience interactions are predetermined and non-specific, and personalised Meet & Greets are replaced by photoshoots with Miku’s projection onstage. These interactions raise the question: Can a virtual concert be considered ‘live’? Philip Auslander argues that ‘live’ events are increasingly mediatised through sound amplifiers and screens, meaning that the experience is not truly ‘live’ due to technical delays. This applies to Vocaloid concerts through their use of projectors to show the performers, as well as the fact that Vocaloids’ voices and


movements are assembled long beforehand. Errors can still occur, however; one concert played the wrong track and ‘muted’ Miku’s voice, playing the backing musicians’ guide track instead. This malfunction offers an interesting glimpse into the various components that ensure these concerts’ success, even with a pre-recorded singer.

While it could be argued that Miku’s ‘performance’ itself is not live, these concerts still have aspects of liveness that the audience can appreciate. Each tour features a live band of musicians,[72] with their backing adding a unique, irreplicable flair to the performances. Audience participation using light-up glow sticks has become a staple at Vocaloid concerts, fans waving them in time with the music and changing colour according to the character onstage.[73] Every fan instinctively knows when to perform these actions, collaborating with fellow fans in real-time with no rehearsal needed. Everyone who attends these concerts is taking part in the musical experience, and therefore can be described as ‘musicking’;[74] this ranges from singers, dancers, and technicians to audience members, ticketers and merchants, as their combined actions contribute to the concert’s success even if they are not inherently musical. Virtual concerts involve visual artists, motion developers, and model riggers, and with Vocaloid, the producers and artists behind the costume designs and merchandise also participate in musicking. These concerts allow amateur songwriters and freelance artists to collaborate with professional technicians and sound designers on an official product for fans, by fans. Every wave of a glowstick becomes a visual depiction of the collaboration that lies at the heart of Vocaloid’s history, and a celebration of the community which helped it flourish.

Several mainstream Western musicians have utilised Vocaloids over the years, including Lady Gaga featuring Miku in her ART-POP tour,[75] and Porter Robinson using the Vocaloid Avanna in ‘Sad Machine’. However, the Western music scene has also had its own virtual performers. The British virtual band Gorillaz are the most successful of these, releasing seven albums and collaborating with various musicians to voice the four characters.[76] Their 2002 BRIT Awards performance launched them into the spotlight, with the band performing on a large screen as the real...
musicians were obscured from view. Gorillaz’s founder, Damon Albarn, created the band to critique the commodification of pop stars, keeping the band members’ private lives secret; however, his pre-existing fame with the band Blur prevents him from doing the same. Another example is ‘2.0 Pac’, a projection of the late rapper Tupac Shakur who performed at Coachella 2012, kickstarting a trend of deceased musicians being ‘revived’ through holograms. Miku was even scheduled to make her debut at Coachella in 2020, but the COVID-19 pandemic suspended live events.

Unexpected occurrences have brought a halt to concerts before, but never on this scale. The pandemic has devastated the livelihoods of musicians and venues, with an estimated $26.1 billion loss in the United States alone. Artists have since been experimenting with methods to revive live music, and virtual concerts have proven themselves to be a worthwhile investment. The most attended concert of 2020 was held within the video game Fortnite, registering over twelve million live attendees. Participants were free to walk around in-game as a larger-than-life avatar of Travis Scott performed both underwater and in space, from the comfort of participants’ homes. Ariana Grande followed suit with her Rift Tour, even including mini-games for attendees to play. Free admission to these concerts means that their profits come from in-game merchandising, with the turnout of Travis’ concert alone proving their lucrative potential and worldwide outreach. And as the pandemic continues to disrupt in-person concerts, this trend will likely continue as more artists explore its capabilities. Virtual concerts have transformed live music into a more interactive experience for its audience, enabling a greater level of immersion no matter where or who they are. This increase of virtuality within concerts suggests that Miku paved the way towards the future of live music before the pandemic began.
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